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CRC® Ultra Remote Display

Okidata Printer

Interactive intelligent remote permits
user to switch nuclides, measure bias
voltage, zero and background and
perform accuracy tests.

For use with the CRC®-25R,
CRC®-25W, CRC®-55tR, CRC®55tW, and CRC®-127R, the
Okidata MicrolineTM 320i
provides for ease of use and rugged
reliability. It is rated for 5,000
hours and offers Near Letter
Quality documents plus highresolution graphics with only 9 pins.

CRC® Ultra Remote Display........... 5130-2221
CRC® Interactive Remote Display.. 5130-2224

CRC®-127/712 Auxiliary Display Unit
Displays Activity, Units, Nuclide
Take full advantage of our CRC®712M dose calibrator with an
individual display unit for each
remote chamber. The CRC®-712M
displays the activity, unit of
measure, and selected nuclide. It is
particularly useful for PET and
manufacturing operations.

Features
• LED display
• 15’ cable (longer lengths available)
CRC-127/712M Auxiliary Display................................................. 5120-2125

Copper Liner
This liner eliminates variations in readings when
measuring I-123. It is 2-3/4" in diameter
(outside), and 11-3/4" in length (overall). It
receives a standard dipper.
Copper Liner................................... 5120-2286

An automatic paper park feature lets you switch quickly to and
from continuous feed paper to sheet-fed printing without
removing the tractor paper. Tickets are easily inserted and
properly indexed to print in the proper alignment, every time.
120V Okidata Printer...................................................................... 5130-0074
220V Okidata Printer...................................................................... 5110-1150

Epson Ticket Printer
This hard working printer made by
Epson is offered as an option for
the CRC®-25 and CRC®-55t
Families of Dose Calibrators,
CRC-Beta Enhanced Counter,
CAPRAC® and the CAPRAC®-R
Well/Wipe Counters. It allows
individual tickets to be positioned
easily for printing. The printer automatically aligns the ticket and
after printing feeds it out the back. Although designed for tickets,
standard paper can be used and is printed along one side.
Suggested tickets for the Ticket Printer are the CRP-200 and
CRP-700.
Epson Ticket Printer....................................................................... 5430-0100

Cable
The interconnecting cable to attach additional chambers to the
CRC-712M is a low-noise, flexible, triaxial cable, shielded to
reduce any interference. The connectors provided on the cable
allow easy connection to the main unit and the chamber.
Extension cable may be ordered for placement up to 150 feet.
The cable for the CRC-AD series auxiliary displays is a shielded
4 conductor cable and can be purchased in any required length.
Cable for CRC-712M Auxiliary Displays....................................... 8400-1178

Optional Printer Accessories
RS-232 (712M)....................................................................... 5110-0130-OPT
RS-232 (127R)........................................................................ 5120-1136-OPT
Paper Rolls (12 pack)...................................................................... 9282-0009
Paper Rolls (50 case)....................................................................... 9282-0010
Ribbon Cartridge (Red/Black) Epson Roll..................................... 2001-0055
Printer Cable (6’ Parallel)............................................................... 8400-1127

Epson Roll Printer
The Epson roll printer makes an
excellent companion to the CRC®25 and CRC®-55t Families of Dose
Calibrators, CRC®-Beta Enhanced
Counter, CRC®-127R Dose
Calibrator, CAPRAC® and the
CAPRAC®-R Well/Wipe Counters.
This very compact printer is ideal
in locations where space is at a
premium. A built-in self-test
function reviews the printer's condition. The Epson model uses
an easily accessible ribbon cartridge that prints Red or Black.
Selected for its long life and exceptional reliability, Capintec
offers this printer as a valuable accessory to Capintec products.
Epson Roll Printer........................................................................... 5430-0058

